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Using diketopyrrolopyrroles to stabilize double
excitation and control internal conversion†

Mariana T. do Casal, a Josene M. Toldo, *a Felix Plasser b and
Mario Barbatti *ac

Diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) is a pivotal functional group to tune the physicochemical properties of novel

organic photoelectronic materials. Among multiple uses, DPP–thiophene derivatives forming a dimer

through a vinyl linker were recently shown to quench the fluorescence observed in their isolated mono-

mers. Here, we explain this fluorescence quenching using computational chemistry. The DPP–thiophene

dimer has a low-lying doubly excited state that is not energetically accessible for the monomer. This

state delays the fluorescence allowing internal conversion to occur first. We characterize the doubly

excited state wavefunction by systematically changing the derivatives to tune the p-scaffold size and the

acceptor and donor characters. The origin of this state’s stabilization is related to the increase in the

p-system and not to the charge-transfer features. This analysis delivers core conceptual information on

the electronic properties of organic chromophores arranged symmetrically around a vinyl linker,

opening new ways to control the balance between luminescence and internal conversion.

Introduction

Photoexcitation deposits large amounts of energy in a single
molecule, which can be released as light or converted without
radiation to produce work, charge shifts, or heat. In most
applications, the interplay between radiative and nonradiative
rates is critical. For example, in organic light-emitting diodes1

and fluorescent probes,2 one wants to maximize luminescence
and prevent energy dissipation through secondary processes.
On the other hand, efficient internal conversion is crucial when
designing materials for photocatalysis3 (used to initiate chemical
reactions), photovoltaics4 (used to induce charge separation), or
photothermics5–7 (used to heat microenvironments).

In searching for optimal organic photomaterials, diketopyr-
rolopyrrole (DPP) became a jack-of-all-trades. DPPs are stable
and inexpensive. They can be easily synthesized and modified
by introducing different functional groups and side chains,
making them attractive options for adjusting emission and
fluorescent wavelengths. They strongly absorb visible light,
show significant electron-withdrawing effects, and possess high
electron mobility.8–12 Due to these properties, DPPs are often
used as an electron-acceptor unit to design optoelectronic

devices13,14 such as new push–pull polymers,15,16 organic
light-emitting diodes,17 and more recently, singlet-fission
chromophores.8,18,19

Motivated by the design of new intramolecular singlet-
fission materials, Mukhopadhyay et al.20 proposed a combi-
nation of a thiophene-DPP derivative (with charge-transfer (CT)
character) with a vinyl linker (polyene character) (Fig. 1b).
Although they did not observe singlet fission in this new

Fig. 1 Molecular structures investigated in this work.
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material, they did detect fast internal conversion from the initial
bright state into a short-lived dark singlet state, with no evidence
of substantial conformational change, triplet formation, or charge
separation. Also, a remarkable fluorescence quenching was
observed for the dimer (Fig. 1b) but not for the monomer (Fig. 1d).

In this work, we investigate the role of the p-scaffold in
this fluorescence quenching. We show that the dimer
T-DPP-TQT-DPP-T (Fig. 1a) has a low-lying 2Ag state with a
significant doubly excited character that mediates the popula-
tion transfer from the bright state to the ground state. In
contrast, the doubly excited state in the monomer T-DPP-T
(Fig. 1c) is higher in energy and, therefore, not accessible. To
understand such a difference, we explored the effect of intro-
ducing different functional groups attached to the central
thiophene-vinyl linker unit. First, we focused on the dimer’s
building blocks, namely DPP-TQT-DPP and TQT, shown in
Fig. 1e and f. Second, we isolate the effect of the number of
p-electrons from the donor-acceptor effects by substituting the
DPP-thiophene units with long-chain polyenes (Fig. 1g–j), –NH2

(Fig. 1k), and –NO2 (Fig. 1l). Lastly, we quantify the charge-transfer
character of the DPP derivatives.

The effect of DPP units on the performance of photovoltaic
materials and the closed or open-shell nature of DPP’s ground
state has already been investigated.8,12,21,22 Given the large size
of these molecules, discussions about their electronic structure
properties are often based on the density functional theory
(DFT) HOMO–LUMO gaps or linear-response time-dependent
DFT (TDDFT) excitations.19,21,23,24 Nevertheless, depending on
the molecular architecture, TDDFT cannot correctly describe
DPPs derivatives as they have a low-lying doubly-excited state.
Formally, this state has a significant proportion of doubly-
excited Slater determinants, i.e., promotion of two electrons
from occupied into virtual orbitals.25 Doubly-excited states have
transition dipole moment close to zero and, therefore, are
optically dark. Spectroscopically, they are ascribed to 2Ag states
in linear polyenes26–29 and carotenes,30–33 for example, where
they play a decisive role in the decay pathways.

Furthermore, while the characterization of the singly-excited
states (as the bright 1Bu state in this work) is well described
by TDDFT, the description of doubly-excited states on large
molecules is still a challenge for computational chemistry. We
face this challenge, delivering a methodological road map for
further studies, based on a combination of spin-flip TDDFT and
multireference configuration interaction density functional
theory (DFT/MRCI), some of the few available quantum
chemical methods that can be used for large molecules and
describe doubly-excited states. In the combined DFT/MRCI,
DFT recovers part of the dynamic correlation and MRCI part
of the static correlation.34 However, gradients are still not
available for this method. Thus, we used SF-TDDFT to optimize
geometries. Here, lower spin-states are obtained from a high-
spin Kohn–Sham reference by spin-flipping the electrons of the
reference during the transition.35 This procedure leads to
closed-shell, singly, and doubly excited configurations, which
can describe doubly excited states, although the incomplete
excitation space can lead to spin-contamination.36,37

This deep-level electronic-structure characterization goes
much beyond the particular systems focused here. We expect
similar effects whenever the molecular system has a symmetry
inversion center at a carbon–carbon double bond (vinyl linker),
either using DPP units or not. Thus, the size of the p-scaffold
can be used to tune the relative stability between the bright and
dark states, opening a way to control the ratio between radiative
and nonradiative rates. We stress that our primary goal was not
to benchmark vinyl-linked chromophores but to explain the
quenching of fluorescence in the aforementioned DPPs deriva-
tives. Many ethylene spaced molecules have been synthesized
in the past,38–40 mostly in the context of push–pull chromo-
phores (where the olefinic unit acts in order to decrease the
HOMO–LUMO gap),39 but their particular investigation is out-
side the scope of this paper.

Computational methods

Ground-state geometry optimizations for all systems were
performed with DFT using the B3LYP41,42 functional and D3
Grimme’s dispersion correction,43 as this functional is well-known
for providing satisfactory molecular geometries for the ground state
of organic molecules. All geometry optimizations considered a
closed-shell ground state. For comparison, optimizations of ground
and first excited states along with computation of excitation
energies were also performed with TDDFT using the B3LYP and
CAM-B3LYP functional (see Tables S1 and S2, ESI†).44 All (TD)DFT
calculations were done with the 6-31G(d,p) basis set using Gaussian
16 rev A03.45 The impact of diffuse functions in the basis set and
solvation effects (using PCM/ethanol) were also explored (see
Tables S4 and S5, ESI†). Our TDDFT calculations showed only a
small influence of the implicit solvation on the absorption and
emission energies. Thus, performing the calculations in vacuum
seems reasonable to explain the main features controlling the
differences in the deactivation mechanism of the monomer and
dimer. Therefore, our subsequent DFT/MRCI and SF-TDDFT were
done in vacuum.

Bright and doubly excited state minima were optimized
using spin-flip time-dependent density functional theory
(SF-TDDFT) in the collinear approximation35 with restricted
open-shell reference, as implemented in GAMESS-US 2019 R2.46

SF-TDDFT calculations were performed with BHHLYP hybrid
functional47 since benchmark calculations suggest the better
performance of functionals with a larger fraction of Hartree–
Fock exchange in collinear schemes.48 Dispersion corrections
were not applied because they are not available for SF-TDDFT as
implemented in GAMESS-US. All geometry optimizations were
done using the 6-31G(d,p) basis set. For T-DPP-T, excited state
geometry optimizations were considered converged when the
root mean square (RMS) and maximum gradient variation were
below 0.0008 and 0.0038 Hartree Å�1, respectively, while for
T-DPP-TQT-DPP-T, the default thresholds implemented in
GAMESS were used (the largest component of the gradient
should be below 10�4 Hartree Å�1 and the RMS below
10�4/3 Hartree Å�1). The assignment of the spin-flip states was
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done based on the symmetry, spin expectation value, and con-
figurations of each root (Table S6, ESI†).

Ground and excited-state energies were calculated with DFT/
MRCI, as developed by Grimme and Waletzke49 and redesigned
by Marian et al.,34,50 at either B3LYP or SF-TDDFT geometries.
In this approach, the major part of dynamic electron correla-
tion comes from the DFT, while static electron correlation
effects are computed by considering a short configuration
interaction expansion. In this way, this method allows comput-
ing extended p-systems where double excitations play an
important role in obtaining the correct order of excited states.
We used the R2018 redesigned Hamiltonian34 with optimized
threshold parameter esel = 0.8 Hartree and def2-SV(P) basis set.
The initial reference space includes all possible configurations
generated by up to doubly exciting 6 electrons within 6 orbitals.
The DFT/MRCI code was used along with the Kohn Sham
orbitals and integrals obtained with TURBOMOLE v.7.5.51,52

All calculations were performed using C2h symmetry, except for
T-DPP-T, where C1 symmetry was used.

TheoDORE 2.453,54 was used to analyze the state densities,
transition densities, and attachment/detachment densities of
the excited-state computations. Specifically, we considered
three descriptors: (i) the promotion number53,55 (p), (ii) the
squared norm of the 1-particle transition density (1TDM)
matrix O,53 and (iii) the number of unpaired electrons53,56

(nu,nl). p is obtained as the sum over the positive (or negative)
eigenvalues of the 1-particle difference density matrix and can
be understood as a measure of how many electrons were
promoted during the electronic excitation. O measures the
amount of single excitation character in a state. nu,nl is com-
puted as the sum over the occupation (np) over all natural
orbitals of the system, as shown in eqn (1).

nu:nl ¼
P

p

np
2 2� np
� �2

(1)

Due to the doubly excited character of the wavefunction,
previously developed charge-transfer (CT) descriptors53,54 that
rely on the partition of the one-electron transition density
matrix are not appropriate. Therefore, we turned to the detach-
ment and attachment densities. These densities are derived
from the diagonalization of the difference density matrix55

between the ground state and excited state. They contain
information about shifts in the electron density associated with
the excitation process. Therefore, a quantitative index d for the
charge-transfer character can be obtained from a Mulliken
population analysis of these quantities. More details about
how d was calculated and the fragmentation schemes consid-
ered are available in Section S7 of the ESI.†

Results and discussion
Photophysics of the monomer and dimer

Our starting point was to use TDDFT to characterize the excited
states of the dimer (Fig. 1b) and monomer (Fig. 1d). First, we
investigated the effect of the alkyl chains (R group in Fig. 1)
attached to the nitrogen atoms of the DPP scaffold on the

excited-state properties of the monomer and dimer. At the S0

minimum, the DPP and thiophene units remain on the plane in
both molecules, independently of the alkyl chains (ESI,† Fig. S1
and Tables S1, S2). More generally, we find a negligible impact
of the alkyl groups on the geometry and the photophysical
properties of these molecules. Our TDDFT calculations show
that their absorption wavelength and main excitations remain
nearly the same when comparing monomer and dimer with
and without alkyl groups (Tables S1 and S2, ESI†). This result
agrees with that reported in the literature, which points out the
small effect of the side alkyl chains on the photophysics of
DPPs derivatives in solution (although this effect becomes
significant in the solid-state).57 Thus, to decrease the computa-
tional cost and turn the subsequent DFT/MRCI calculations
feasible, the alkyl chains were substituted by methyl groups
(Fig. 1a and c).

The TDDFT excitation energies and oscillator strengths
computed for the dimer 1b and the monomer 1d show that
the bright state of both molecules is the S1 state, with a much
larger oscillator strength for the dimer ( f = 2.3) than for the
monomer ( f = 0.5) (Tables S1 and S2, ESI†). The S2 state is dark
in both molecules, with oscillator strength equal to zero. At the
ground-state equilibrium geometry, the S1–S2 energy gap is at
least twice as big for the monomer than for the dimer. This
difference increases at their respective TDDFT S1 equilibrium
geometry. A bright S1 state with a large gap to S2 suggests strong
fluorescence emission in both molecules, contradictory to the
experimental results.20 Yet, there is no experimental evidence
of triplet state population on the DPP dimer,20 and our DFT
calculations confirm that T1 state is energetically inaccessible;
besides, it is forbidden by El-Sayed rules.58

We ascribe this failure of linear-response TDDFT to describe
the photophysics of the DPP-dimer to its intrinsic limitations in
dealing with doubly excited and multireference states.59 Due to
the adiabatic approximation used in this method, only single
excitations are included in the time-dependent exchange–cor-
relation potential.60 Thus, we resort to DFT/MRCI, which shows
good performance for the computation of excited-state proper-
ties of polyaromatic hydrocarbons61,62 and polyenes.63

DFT/MRCI revealed a significant doubly excited character
for the dark state (2Ag) that is not captured by TDDFT. Also, the
state’s order shown by DFT/MRCI differs from that previously
assigned by TDDFT. Table 1 shows the excitation energies,
symmetries, and amount of doubly excited configurations on
the description of S1 and S2 states of the monomer 1c (T-DPP-T)
and dimer 1a (T-DPP-TQT-DPP). At DFT/MRCI level, the mono-
mer’s bright state 1Bu lies 0.93 eV below its dark state 2Ag. In
contrast, these states are nearly degenerated (DE[2Ag � 1Bu] =
0.09 eV), and the 2Ag lies below the 1Bu in the dimer.

The reversal in S1 character between the monomer (1Bu) and
dimer (2Ag) may be responsible for the different luminescence
properties of the two molecules. To substantiate this hypothesis,
we proceed to compute the relative position of the dark and bright
states at their equilibrium geometries. Since energy gradients are
unavailable in DFT/MRCI, we turned to SF-TDDFT to optimize
these states (see also ESI,† Section S2). Both minima are still
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planar but with different bond length alternation patterns, as
shown in ESI,† (Table S7 and Fig. S2, ESI†). For the monomer, the
1Bu state remains at least 0.67 eV lower than 2Ag after geometry
relaxation of both excited states (Table 1). On the other hand, this
order is reversed for the dimer: the 2Ag state lies below the 1Bu

state at all geometries considered.
These results confirm that the monomer’s deactivation

pathway is fundamentally different from the dimer, as illustrated
in Fig. 2. After excitation to the optically active 1Bu, the deactivation
of the dimer is mediated by an S2/S1 internal conversion, which
populates the dark doubly excited state, quenching the fluores-
cence as seen experimentally.20 As the 1Bu - 2Ag internal
conversion is ultrafast, it is expected that it occurs through a
conical intersection mediated by displacements along the bond
length alternation (BLA) coordinate, as found in polyenes64 and
carotenes.33 For the monomer, the dark state is not energetically
accessible in the gas phase, and, therefore, its deactivation
pathway is confined to the relaxation in the bright state potential
energy surface and subsequent fluorescence from this state.

The fluorescence quenching in the dimer depends on the
nonradiative decay rate being larger than the fluorescence rate.
The small value of the vertical gap (below 1.0 eV) certainly
suggests that nonradiative decay is likely. The similarity of the
DPP dimer with long-chain polyenes and carotenes (discussed in
the next section) suggests that the 2Ag - 1Ag internal conversion
will be likely mediated by vibronic coupling between the states65,66

(although conical intersections involving two coordinates has also
been proposed for polyenes),64 rather than torsional motion
around the central double bond.67 A mechanistic description of
this decay process goes beyond the scope of this work, and we
focus on our primary goal, discussing why the doubly excited state
is stabilized.

Reasons for doubly excited state stabilization

The state order discussed in the previous section explains the
fluorescence quenching in the dimer, and we will now proceed
to discuss why the doubly excited state is more stabilized in the

dimer than in the monomer. What is the DPP’s role in this
stabilization? Would we have a similar effect if we changed the
DPP units for other acceptor or donor groups? We address
these questions in the following subsections.

The role of the building blocks. To understand the effect of
the ethylenic linker and how the functionalization of DPPs affects
the electronic structure and photophysics of the molecules, we
considered the dimer building blocks according to Fig. 1.

Table 1 Vertical (VE) and adiabatic excitation energies (AE) in eV, oscillator
strengths (f), symmetries, and percentage of doubly excited configura-
tions (%D) calculated at DFT/MRCI at the ground state (optimized at
B3LYP-D3/6-31G(d,p)), bright, and dark state minima (optimized at
SF-TD-DFT/BHHLYP/6-31G(d,p)) of the monomer (T-DPP-T) and dimer
(T-DPP-TQT-DPP-T)

Minimum

T-DPP-T T-DPP-TQT-DPP-T

Sym VE AE f %D Sym VE AE f %D

S0 S0 1Ag 0.00 8.8 1Ag 0.00 17.0
S1 1Bu 2.34 0.60 7.4 2Ag 1.57 0.00 57.0
S2 2Ag 3.27 0.00 39.4 1Bu 1.66 2.10 10.4

Bright state S0 1Ag 0.00 0.10 9.5 1Ag 0.00 0.00 18.5
S1 1Bu 2.10 2.19 0.63 8.4 2Ag 1.30 1.30 0.00 53.1
S2 2Ag 2.92 3.02 0.00 45.3 1Bu 1.46 1.46 2.13 14.0

Dark state S0 1Ag 0.00 0.26 10.6 1Ag 0.00 0.24 23.3
S1 1Bu 1.98 2.24 0.66 9.4 2Ag 0.98 1.23 0.00 50.5
S2 2Ag 2.65 2.92 0.00 48.4 1Bu 1.26 1.50 2.05 18.0

Fig. 2 Relative energies in eV of the bright 1Bu (red) and dark 2Ag (blue)
states at the ground state (1Ag), bright state (1Bu), and dark (2Ag) state
minima (horizontal axis) of T-DPP-TQT-DPP-T (A) and T-DPP-T (B). The
arrows indicate the possible deactivation pathway in each case.
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We analyze the effect of each building block (T-DPP-T, TQT,
and DPP-TQT-DPP) for stabilizing the doubly excited state
and their contribution to the double excitation of the dimer
(T-DPP-TQT-DPP-T). All of them are planar in the ground state
and have C2h symmetry (ESI,† Table S3).

In Table 2 and Fig. 3, we show the calculated excitation
energies of all building blocks and the dimer. In Fig. 3, the
substituents (R) to the R-TQT-R core are defined on the
horizontal axis. For instance, TQT is represented by ‘‘H’’ and
DPP-TQT-DPP by ‘‘DPP’’. TQT and T-DPP-T yield a similar
picture, where the 2Ag state lies well above the 1Bu. Adding DPP
units to TQT to form DPP-TQT-DPP reverses 2Ag and 1Bu order
even without the terminal thiophenes. This DPP addition
stabilizes the 2Ag and 1Bu states by 2.6 and 1.7 eV, respectively.
In comparison, adding the terminal thiophenes to DPP-TQT-DPP
stabilizes these states by only 0.28 eV and 0.26 eV. Therefore, the
main stabilization effect is due to the addition of the second
DPP unit.

Turning now to the contribution of the building blocks to
the doubly excited character, we analyze the 2Ag state in more
detail using systematic wavefunction analysis techniques.
We focus on three main descriptors: O,68 which accounts for

the amount of singly excited configurations;68 the number of
unpaired electrons53 (nu,nl); and the promotion number55 (p),
which indicates the number of electrons promoted in the
photoexcitations.55 O is obtained from the one-particle transi-
tion density matrix (1TDM) between the ground and excited
state, nu,nl is computed from the excited-state density matrix,
and p is computed from the difference density matrix. Thus,
three different viewpoints into the wavefunction are obtained.
Typically, a doubly excited state shows O B 0 and p B 2.
Furthermore, the limiting case of a pure, closed-shell
HOMO2 - LUMO2 excitation would be reflected with nu,nl B 0,
whereas a doubly excited state with four open shells (e.g.,
HOMO�1 HOMO - LUMO LUMO+1) would yield nu,nl B 4.

Fig. 4 shows how those descriptors vary in the building
blocks discussed above. Similar to Fig. 3, they are defined in the
horizontal axis, represented by the substituent (R) to the
R-TQT-R core. The O-value of 0.61 and p of 1.51 already identify
the 2Ag state of TQT as partially doubly excited. Adding the
DPP units (TQT - DPP-TQT-DPP) lowers O strongly (by 0.24),
and p becomes approximately 2. The addition of the terminal
thiophenes to this building block (DPP-TQT-DPP -

T-DPP-TQT-DPP-T) has virtually no effect on O, p, and nu,nl.
(Table S9, ESI†). These changes imply that the terminal thio-
phenes have only a minor impact on the 2Ag character and
most of the double excitation is related to the vinyl linker, DPP,
and core thiophene units.

A closer look at the configurations describing the 2Ag state
in the different building blocks can give further insight into
which type of double excitation is associated with each building
block. For simplicity, we considered only the dominating con-
figurations, i.e., those with squared weights larger than 0.1. All
building blocks and the dimer have a significant contribution
from the closed-shell (HOMO2 - LUMO2) configuration
(Table S8, ESI†). DPP-TQT-DPP and the dimer also have con-
tributions with an equivalent weight from the open-shell
(HOMO�1 HOMO - LUMO LUMO+1) configuration, which
is absent in TQT. Therefore, the DPP units cause an increase of
doubly excited character through open-shell configurations.

p-Scaffold effects vs. acceptor–donor effects. Two possible
effects might play a role in stabilizing the dark state: (i) the
increase of p-scaffold, (ii) the donor–acceptor effect of the DPP
and thiophene moieties or both.15,16 To assess which one
dominates, we systematically increased the number of
p-electrons in the scaffold around TQT by adding up to four
(–CHQCH–)n units (Fig. 1g–j). Those derivatives are referred to
as ETn, where n is the number of (–CHQCH–) units. Note that
ET1 and ET2 are substructures of DPP-TQT-DPP while all four

Table 2 Vertical excitation energies (VE in eV), oscillator strengths (f), symmetries, and percentage of doubly excited configurations (%D) computed with
DFT/MRCI at the ground state minima (optimized at B3LYP/6-31G(d)) of T-DPP-T, TQT, DPP-TQT-DPP, and T-DPP-TQT-DPP-T

T-DPP-T TQT DPP-TQT-DPP T-DPP-TQT-DPP-T

Sym VE f %D Sym VE f %D Sym VE f %D Sym VE f %D

S0 1Ag 8.8 1Ag 6.2 1Ag 14.6 1Ag 17.0
S1 1Bu 2.34 0.60 7.4 1Bu 3.60 1.04 3.9 2Ag 1.85 0.00 53.8 2Ag 1.57 0.00 57.0
S2 2Ag 3.27 0.00 39.4 2Ag 4.43 0.00 35.9 1Bu 1.92 1.35 16.4 1Bu 1.66 2.10 10.4

Fig. 3 p-Electrons (left) and donor-acceptor (right) effects on the excita-
tion energies (eV) of 1Bu and 2Ag states at the ground-state minima of
R-TQT-R according to the number of electrons in the p-system. The R
substituents are defined in the horizontal axis.
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ETn are substructures of T-DPP-TQT-DPP-T. Fig. 3 shows their
impact on the calculated vertical excitation energies of 2Ag and
1Bu states. Notably, the number of electrons in the p-system in
the DPP derivatives is larger than in the ETn series due to the
contributions of carbonyl groups and nitrogen atoms in the
DPP unit.

Fig. 3 shows how the 1Bu and 2Ag states’ vertical excitation
energies change with the increase of electrons in the p-system.
Overall, the increase in the number of p-electrons leads to a
smooth stabilization of both excited states. The 2Ag state’s
robust stabilization with the rise in p-electrons corresponds to
a DE[2Ag � 1Bu] gap decrease from 0.83 eV in TQT to below
0.1 eV in ET4, DPP-TQT-DPP, and the dimer. It reveals that the
increasing number of electrons in the p-system stabilizes the 2Ag

state, similarly to polyenes.26,69 In fact, when the number of
(–CHQCH–) units increases to four, i.e., 30 p-electrons, the order
of the excited states is already inverted, and DE[2Ag � 1Bu] is
below 0.1 eV. This small energy gap should facilitate the internal
conversion between S2 and S1 states through displacements
along the BLA coordinate.33,64,67 Furthermore, another aspect
of the DPP-dimer resembling the photophysics of long-chain
polyenes is its 1Ag and 2Ag BLA patterns.64 Like in the linear
polyenes, the BLA of these two states match at the extremes of
the dimer and alternates in the center (see Fig. S2, ESI†).

This behavior indicates that the increasing p-electron num-
ber plays a crucial role in reversing these molecules’ dark and
bright states. As in polyenes, the reverse order of the states
should be, in part, a consequence of the electronic interaction,
as the ionic states (Bu) are destabilized, and the 2Ag state is
stabilized due to local couplings.28,29,70–72 Despite the more
seemingly complex electronic structure, which allows electron
delocalization over the heterocyclic rings, the addition of DPP
units is a helpful strategy to increase the p-scaffold.

Fig. 4 presents how the wavefunction descriptors change
with the p-electrons number. A closer look at the 2Ag state

shows that the increase of (–CHQCH–) units reduces O and
increases the promotion number p, indicating a more signifi-
cant contribution of highly excited configurations and a higher
number of electrons promoted upon photoexcitation. On the
other hand, Fig. 4 shows that for the 1Bu state, most descriptors
are only slightly affected by the increase in the number of
p-electrons. Adding the terminal thiophene led to a slight
decrease in the contribution of doubly excited configuration
to this state since p decreased and O increased. Overall, Fig. 4
shows a smooth trend with the p-electrons number, which
indicates that the character of excited states does not radically
change with the addition of those substituents.

The results above show that increasing the number of
p-electrons plays a decisive role in stabilizing the 2Ag state
compared to 1Bu in T-DPP-TQT-DPP-T. Nevertheless, DPP may
act as an electron acceptor when connected to thiophene.73 Does
this acceptor character also play a role in state inversion? And if
it had a donor character instead, would it matter?

To address these questions, we should add acceptor and
donor groups to the central TQT without increasing the
p-system. Thus, we replaced DPP with a strong donor (�NH2,
Fig. 1k) and a strong acceptor (�NO2, Fig. 1l). As shown in
Fig. 3, neither leads to a state inversion. Although both excited
states are stabilized in these systems, the energy gap between
them is still significant (40.8 eV). Thus, the isolated effect (i.e.,
without increasing the conjugation) of donor and acceptor
groups seems negligible in these molecules.

The simultaneous presence of the electron-deficient DPP
moiety and the electron-rich thiophene is often reported as
yielding molecules with strong intramolecular charge
transfer.57,74 However, no CT effects were reported in an
experimental study with thiophene-DPP dimers connected by
a vinyl linker (Fig. 1b)20 in solution and computational studies
with DPP dimers linked via dithienylphenylene spacers in the
gas phase.19 A qualitative analysis of the natural difference

Fig. 4 O (blue), promotion number (p, orange), and the number of unpaired electrons (nu,nl, red) of the 2Ag dark and 1Bu bright states at the ground-state
minima of R-TQT-R according to the number of electrons in the p-system. The substituents R are defined in the horizontal axis.
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orbitals (see ESI,† Section S6) does not indicate such effect in
either 1Bu or 2Ag, at least in the gas phase. However, a
systematic evaluation of the charge-transfer character of these
systems is needed.

Well-established charge-transfer descriptors are based on
partitioning the 1TDM.75 They can be successfully applied to
excited states mainly described by singly excited configura-
tions. However, they do not account for contributions of multi-
ply excited configurations, which are of foremost importance in
doubly excited states. An alternative approach is to analyze the
detachment and attachment densities since they reveal how the
electron density is removed from the ground-state density
(detachment density) and rearranged in the respective excited
state (attachment density). Those quantities are derived from
the specific state densities of a reference state55—in this case,
the ground state—and the respective excited state, either 2Ag or
1Bu.

Here, we applied a Mulliken population analysis on the
detachment and attachment densities to obtain a quantitative
index d for the charge-transfer character of the investigated
molecules.53 Section S7 of the ESI,† explains how this index was
calculated and the fragmentation schemes used. The 2Ag and
1Bu states of the DPP derivatives show no charge-transfer
character within the fragmentation schemes considered since
the d-values are smaller than 0.08. This result is consistent with
the conclusions obtained experimentally by Mukhopadhyay
et al.20 The similarity in the emission properties of the DPP
dimer and long polyenes stems from the high stability of the
doubly-excited state. However, the origin of this stability may be
different in both cases because it may have a CT contribution
for polyenes.29,66

Conclusions

In this work, we investigated how modifications of the DPP
scaffold (Fig. 1) lead to a different interplay between the bright
1Bu state and the dark 2Ag states. In thiophene-DPP-thiophene
dimers (Fig. 1d), the fluorescence quenching is mediated by the
low-lying 2Ag state with a high doubly excited character, which
is lower in energy than 1Bu state. In the monomer (Fig. 1b), the
doubly excited state is above 1Bu. Thus, the monomer mostly
stays in the bright state and returns to the ground state
emitting light, while the dimer returns to the ground state via
a nonradiative relaxation pathway mediated by the dark state.

A systematic investigation of the dimer’s building blocks
(Fig. 1) reveals that the inversion between the dark 2Ag and
bright 1Bu states occurs with the addition of the DPP units. The
effect of the DPP units is due to the increase of p-electrons and
does not depend on its acceptor character. Furthermore, our
wavefunction analysis confirms that the doubly excited char-
acter, already present in TQT, is intensified by adding the DPP
units. The DPP units primarily increase the open-shell doubly
excited character of the system. Lastly, the analysis revealed
that those excited states do not have a charge-transfer character
in the gas phase.

DPP derivatives are major players in developing new and
affordable photoelectronic organic materials. However, their
use has been empirically guided without much high-level
quantum-chemical information about their electronic structure.
This work changes this situation by setting a computational
strategy to compute and analyze their excited states. We applied
it to characterize a specific chromophore architecture where DPP
derivatives are symmetrically arranged around a vinyl linker. Our
main conclusion is that, within this architecture, the DPPs create
a p-scaffold controlling the relative stability of the bright and
dark (doubly excited) states, which finally impacts the competi-
tion between luminescent and internal conversion rates. Thus,
the fluorescence quenching in this particular molecular archi-
tecture could be explored to design new materials where efficient
internal conversion is mandatory, such as photothermal materi-
als and molecular heaters.
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